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What do you give someone who’s looking for excitement, adventure and daily stimulation in their lives? 

This Christmas sign them up to a world of flavour and creativity with a subscription from Flaming Licks,

the world’s premier fiery foods club. The UK company delivers the best from quality British and

European producers, not readily available in supermarkets, straight to your door anywhere in the world. 

Each monthly subscription box will ensure spicy food addicts are never without their fix! 



Chilli fans will discover how variety is truly the spice of life.  Each month your delivery will contain

exciting secret delights to unravel to ensure you are fully stocked with thrilling new discoveries to

provide inspiration and flavours for a more creative cooking and food experience.  Sign up to a choice of

subscriptions to include one, three, six or twelve deliveries during the year.

  

Choose the best matched subscription box for your foodie companion to best tingle their taste buds: 

Snackers can get their chompers around the Munch Box subscription (from £8.99 per month including free

shipping to the UK) with its range of four spicy treats which includes a combination of snacks including

knock out nuts, dips and salsas, dried meats (UK subscribers only) or a veggie option, and sweet treats

such as extra fiery brownies.



Keen to try new things but the kitchen is cluttered with half empty bottles? Featuring in the Taste and

Crave boxes, the newly launched Hot Shots pack means you’re never caught short when it comes to

flavour.  Each month one selected hot sauce producer will pick their finest top three products to fill a

triple pack of 41ml shots – a staple for any dinner table and easy enough to take around with you

adding a dash of excitement to any meal.



The original Taste Box subscription (from £13.49 per month including free shipping to the UK) has

received a serious upgrade and is perfect for the sauce fiends and adventurous cooks.  Bursting with

flavour the box contains a Hot Shots triple pack, a mix of two full sized sauces, condiments or cooking

products and recipes cards to collect. 



And finally, the monumental Crave Box subscription (from £19.99 a month including free shipping to the

UK) is for the truly committed spicy food addict, cramming no less than nine fiery foods into one epic

box.  Every month, you’ll receive a Hot Shots triple pack, a mix of four snacks, dips, dried meats (UK

only and with an alternative veggie option), and confectionery.  The box will also include a mix of two

full sized sauces, condiments or cooking products as well as recipe cards providing inspiration and ideas

around the products. 



Subscribers can join the Facebook community for reviews, share recipe ideas and learn more about the

producers and their creations. Plus, they will also receive a further 15% discount for the online shop. 

 

Sign up, subscribe and enter a world of fiery flavour by visiting www.flaminglicks.com

(http://www.flaminglicks.com|)  



For further media information, more hi-res images and samples to review please contact
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Kristel Valaydon at KV Communications

Tel: 07884 335734 (preferred)/ 0203 239 7959

Email: kristel@kvcomms.com
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